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The Ultimate Traeger Wood Pellet Grill Smoker CookbookThe Best Guide to Traditional BBQ
Using your Traeger Wood Pellet GrillThere is no need to be an expert to barbecue-cooking like
one. This book is for you if you love cooking in your backyard and would like to step up your
game. For the backyard cook who wants to bring more heat to their grilling game, this wood
pellet recipe book has everything you require to excel wood pellet barbecuing.Find here the
ideal guide on how to succeed at your grilling efforts in no time. Enjoy delicious meals such as
Baby Back Ribs and Smoked Chicken. This book will become your smoking bible, so what are
you waiting for to snatch up a copy!Bring savory and delicious wood-fired dishes to your cooking
portfolio. The ultimate book for wood-pellet cooking will assist you with:How-to guide―You will
be walked step-by-step though all you need to cook delicious recipes, from choosing your
perfect grill to getting ready your ingredients.Delicious recipes―Become a seasoned cook with
more than 1001 days of cooking days. By using our schedules not only you will cook delicious
meals but you will ensure that variety is guaranteed on your table.Essential charts―Get the
perfect guides for timing and temperature setting, using the correct pellets and more…Some of
the recipes included are:Cheese Stuffed Chicken BreastSmoked Boneless ChickenJerk
Chicken WingsGlazed Smoked Turkey BreastBBQ Smoked JerkyTexas Style TurkeySmoked
Beef Back RibsGrilled Pork ChopsSmoked Pork Belly Burnt EndsSmoked Lamb
SausageRoasted Lamb RackGrill-Smoked TroutSalmon, Asparagus and Goji Berry
SaladSmoked Jackfruit BurgersGrilled Parmesan Broccoli



TABLE OF CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONCHICKEN RECIPESCheese Stuffed Chicken
BreastSmoked Boneless Chicken thighs with teriyaki glazeBuffalo Chicken WingsGrilled whole
ChickenBBQ NachosStuffed Chicken BreastsJerk Chicken WingsChicken Lollypops with
SauceZesty Chili Cilantro Lime Chicken WingsGrilled Parmesan Garlic Chicken WingsTURKEY
RECIPESGlazed Smoked Turkey BreastSmoked Turkey BreastBBQ Breakfast SausageSmoked
Turkey LegsBBQ Smoked Turkey JerkyThanksgiving Smoked TurkeyTeriyaki Glazed Whole
TurkeyFast and Hot BBQ TurkeyTexas Style TurkeyMaple Smoked Turkey2BEEF RECIPESTexas
Style Smoked BrisketPrime Rib RoastSmoked Beef Plate RibsSmoked Tri-Tip NachosSmoked
Beef Caldereta StewSmoked Chuck RoastSmoked Beef Back RibsSmoked Meatball
SandwichesSmoked Beef Short RibsSmoked MeatloafPORK RECIPESSmoked Garlic Pork
TenderloinSmoked Pulled Pork SlidersGrilled Pork ChopsSmoked Salsa Stuffed Pork
TenderloinSmoked Pork Belly Burnt EndsSmoky BBQ Pork RibsSmoked Texas Pork
RibsTraditional Smoke PorchettaBlackened Smokes PorkSmoked Pork CarnitasLAMB
RECIPESSmoked Lamb SausagePistachio-Crusted Roasted Lamb RackRoasted Lamb
LegSmoked Lamb Leg with Salva VerdeRoasted Lamb RackCrown Rack of LambRosemary
Citrus Grilled Lamb ChopsChipotle LambLamb BarbacoaSmoked Lamb with Sorghum BBQ
SauceFISH RECIPESGrill-Smoked TroutSmoked SalmonSpicy Grilled FishSmoked Mackerel
FishcakeSmoking Herring RecipeSalmon, Asparagus and Goji Berry SaladBaby Snapper Filled
with Olives and QuinoaChargrilled Fish with Green Chili, Coriander and Coconut RelishGrilled
Lemon and Dill Fish with Red Quinoa SaladGrilled Fish with PeperonataVEGETARIAN
RECIPESGrilled RatatouilleGrilled CauliflowerSmoked Jackfruit BurgersGrilled Lentil and
Walnut BurgerSalty Grilled PotatoesGrilled Parmesan BroccoliGrilled Tofu SkewersGrilled
Caesar SaladGrilled Tofu QuesadillasGrilled Veggie Skewers with Sweet n Sour dipA WOOD
PELLET SMOKER-GRILLThe wood pellet smoker-grill is used to grill, smoke, roast, and bake. It
is designed to utilize compressed hardwood sawdust such as hickory, maple, cheery, mesquite,
apple, oak, and various other wood pellets. This grill will give mouth-watering flavors and perfect
moisture, similar to hardwood cooking. The grill temperature can be adjusted between 150o F to
600o F, dependent on its manufacturing and model. Now you can easily cook and grill on a wood
pellet smoker-grill.Compared with charcoal or gas grills, wood pellet smoker grills are safe, easy
to use, and maintain the food's moisture. The generation of smoke is also low than other smoke
grills. They are flexible and have advantages similar to convection due to their design.Wood
pellet smoker grills consist of various components such as:HOPPERWood pellets are stored in
the pellets. Depending on the temperature, time length of cooking, and hopper capacity, a
sufficient number of pellets can be maintained.AUGERThe pellets then move towards the firepot
when they are fed through the auger.FIREPOTThis is where the wood pellets were provided with
extensive fire and burned through which they heat the grills. Through a large whole, pellet wood
connects the fire pot and auger. Ignite rod is present in the lower center hole. There are various
small holes responsible for airflow. This can aid in removing ashes after every cooking for the
effective working of the ignitor.THERMOCOUPLE/RESISTIVE TEMPERATURE DETECTOR



(RTD)The thermocouple is the temperature sensor that sends continuous signals to the
controller.HEAT DEFLECTORWood pellet smoker grill can be turned into a convection oven with
the help of a special design plate known as a heat deflector. It is responsible for the uniform
distribution of heat under the grease or drip pan.IGNITER ELEMENT/ RODWood pellets in the
firepot are heated with an igniter rod. The mechanism of the pellet feed tube for transferring
pellets through the auger to the firepot can be seen by removing the firepot.GREASE/DRIP
PANFor smoking, baking, roast, and indirect cooking, a grease or drip pan is used. It will transfer
all the produced grease towards the grease basket. It also removes residuals from the food as
per need. Foil can be used that needs to be replaced after few cooks.FANConvection cooking is
possible due to the continuous burning of pellets. This is achieved by a fan that ensures variable
or constant airflow.CONTROLLERThe controller maintains the desired temperature and comes
in various designs.FLAME ZONE PANIt is used for high-temperature grilling. It is combined with
searing gates and griddle accessories.GREASE BUCKETGrease produced is dependent on
trimming fat caps and fats from chicken meat. The grease for the cooking and fats are collected
in a grease bucket.TEMPERATURE CONTROLThe controller is responsible for maintaining the
temperature by controlling the pellet flow rate and fan according to the desired temperature.
They are available in various designs. When selecting wood pellet grills, the quality and type of
controller must be kept in mind. There are three types of the controller such as:Analog
controllersThis is the most basic controller and has only three set points, i.e., low, medium, and
high, mainly known as LMH. They did not have thermocouple or RTD, and therefore it cannot
provide a feedback loop. They are present on entry-level units and are not commonly
recommended or used. There is no way to maintain the ambient temperature. The grill
manufacturer is responsible for setting the auger on and off based on LMH.Digital
controllersThe feedback loop is provided by the RTD tool. There is a difference of 25 degrees F
between each setpoint. A direct controller can easily replace analog controllers. When the
temperature reaches the setpoint, the thermocouple sends the signals, shut off the temperature
rise, and then restarts until it comes below the set temperature. Idle mode is present on digital
controllers to achieve ambient temperature.Proportional, integral, derivative (PID)
controllers:These are the best controllers of all. They use the thermocouple to provide a
feedback loop that ensures that desired temperature must be maintained and functions
accordingly. The difference between the two set points is 5 degrees Fahrenheit. The PID
controller controls pellet rate and airflow to reduce temperature fluctuation and sets nearly
accurate temperatures. PID controllers are set into high-end wood pellet smoker grills that need
accurate conditions for their grills.HOW TO USE THE WOOD PELLET SMOKING
GRILLAssemblyThe wood pellet smoker grill needs to be assembled, but it is not as difficult as it
seems. A local dealer can assemble it or the store from where you buy it. It can be easily
assembled by reading the instructions, and if there is any confusion, assistance is one phone
call away. The assembly only takes an hour or less by following the instructions. Most of the
assembly is related to the base and legs. In no time, the grill is ready to use.IgnitionWood pellet



smoker grills use the power of about 120VAC to 12VAC to burn and perform their operation.
Some grills are designed so that they can ignite by using a car battery or deep cycle battery,
e.g., Green Mountain Grills Davy Crockett unit. AC/DC converter is also available to utilize with
120VAC. Wood pellet grill smokers use small power used for auger, ignitor rod, controller, and
fan.Wood pellet smoker grills are flexible, safe, and easy to use. The flames during the cooking
remain in the fire pot that not only provides indirect cooking but also arrest flare-up. Turning on
the grill either follows a common scenario or some power-up sequence.The ignitor rod starts
heating when the controller is turned on. Through auger, pellets are sent towards the firepot. To
initiate and maintain the fire, the air is fed through the small holes by the fan. The controller will
turn off ignite rod when it reaches the desired temperature and does not start again until it is
below the set temperature.Burning InitiationThe manufacturing process can build up
contaminants and excessive oil. To eliminate this, burn-in is done.Fed the hardwood barbecue-
grade wood pellet. It takes ten minutes for the pellet to reach the fire pot through the auger. Fill a
little amount of pellet in the firepot. Provide unit with 120VAC electrical power and start the grill.
Adjust temperature to 350 degrees Fahrenheit to 450 degrees Fahrenheit in case of the digital
controller and run the grill for 30 min to one hour at this temperature. Set temperature at high in
case of analog controller.CleaningCleaning of wood pellet smoker grill is necessary for hygiene,
safety, and healthy food. Place the foil before cooking on the greased pan and replace it after
four short cooking or one long cooking. In the absence of foil, the residue is the build-up that
must be scratched from the drip pan. This is because, at high temperatures, grease can produce
fumes, which is very dangerous.Use a barbecue wire brush to scrape the residue from the grill
grates when it is still hot. Wipe down the grate from both sides with the help of paper. Use
disposable rubber gloves as a protective measure when cleaning.After cooling the pit, take out
the drip pan and remove ashes from the firepots and body of the pit by using a shop vacuum
cleaner. Ash removal is necessary because it can reduce the effectiveness of the fire pot, and if
it remains on the body, it can sweep and comes on the meat while cooking.WOOD
PELLETSFood Grade Barbeque PelletsThese are manufactured with compressed hardwood
sawdust. Food Grade Barbeque Pellets are in cylindrical wood pellets approximately an inch
long and a quarter-inch wide. The raw wood is collected from fruit trees or whole-log sawmills.
One of the most reputable wood suppliers carries them and delivers them until they are
manufactured to make sure that no foreign or harmful thing is attached to them during the
process. There are no additives in the pellets, and they remarkably leave little or no ash after
burning.Most of the time, these wood pellets are combined with flavors and alder or oak base
wood. The manufacture of the pellet decides the amount of both. Few of them use 75% base
wood and 25% hardwood. Manufacturers also go solo with 100% oak, maple, hickory, and apple
with no base wood. For base wood, most of the manufacturers use alder and oak trees. In recent
times, they are also offering two or more flavor woods with a single base wood.Wood Pellet
StorageThe best possible place to store a wooden pellet is under a dry shed like a garage.
Constant exposure to moisture and dampness will eventually reduce its performance. It can



even break down the pellet or even jam the auger.A bucket with a lid, a pet food container, a new
trash can with a lid, a charcoal dispenser, or an airtight container can be used to store pellets
once the pellet bag is opened. The bag or container can then be stored under a shed or
garage.Wood Pellet Food PairingsIn the old days, fish and meat were smoked for preservation.
Today, meat and fish are grilled and smoked to produce delicious and appetizing results with
rich natural flavors. The specific type of wood suits a specific type of meat by adding its flavor to
it. The smoke spectrum decides the food pairings and which food pellet suits best to it. A table is
given below showing barbeque wood pellet flavors and their pairings.TYPE OF
WOODFEATURE OF WOODCOOKED WITHALDERAdds a hint of mild sweetness and
aroma.Salmon and other fish, beef, pork, fish, lamb, poultryAPPLEThe most popular and
strongest of the fruitwoods provides a mild, succulent, sweet smoke.Pork, poultry, lamb,
gameCHERRYSlightly sweet fruity flavor. May give a rosy tint to light meats, giving a false
indication that the meat is not properly cooked.Beef, pork, poultry, gameHICKORYAdds a robust
bacon flavor and is the most commonly used wood.Beef, pork, poultryMAPLEAdds a tang of
mild sweetness.Beef, pork, poultryMESQUITEVery distinctive, strong, spicy, tangy flavor.Beef,
pork, poultry, gameOAKStronger than fruit woods but milder smoke than hickory.Beef,
FishPECANSlightly spicy nutty flavor.Beef, pork, poultryBLENDSStrong, pronounced smoky
flavorsBeef, pork, poultry, gameWhy are they expensive?The shipping is the most expensive
part of buying a barbeque food-grade wood pellet, whether buying a ton of pellets or even a 30
pounds bag. Usage of high-quality wood also increases its high-cost factor. A local dealer is
much better than any foreign dealer as it will cost a lot with just the same or a little better quality.
A local dealer can offer a variety of pellets from several brands.Trying different flavors and
pellets before buying tons of it should be preferred. A few years back, it wasn't easy to find a
local dealer selling a variety of pellets. If any of the dealers were selling it, it was not up to the
mark or not the one which is required. But in today's age, because they are so popular and their
usage is increasing day by day, they are mostly available.COOKING TIPS AND
METHODSQuality Meat and SeasoningA nearby neighborhood butcher shop would be great to
shop for meat. One can ask for custom cuts, sausages, poultry, slices of meat, barbeque
sauces, and delicious seasonings.FTCFTC stands for "Foil-Tower-Cooler," and it is used to hold
tender finished products as well as turkey, brisket, pork butts to allow the juices to sink in. This
method produces the finest quality of finished product with some moisture. People have been
calling it poor man's Cambro because of its features.USDA Minimum Interval TemperaturesThe
temperatures given below should be followed in order to cook at ideal temperatures, or one can
cook according to personal preference.TYPE OF MEATIDEAL TEMPERATURE RANGEBeef,
pork, veal, and lamb (steaks, chops, roasts)145 Degrees Fahrenheit (62.8 Degrees Celsius) and
allow to rest at least 3 minutesAll poultry (breasts, whole bids, legs, thighs, wings, ground
poultry, and stuffing)145 Degrees Fahrenheit (62.8 Degrees Celsius)Indirect and Direct Grill
SetupMost of the wood pellet smoking girl works on indirect cooking. In indirect cooking, the
deflected heat slowly cooks the whole meat to make it tender and even. The heat deflector is



placed on the fire pot and is made of stainless steel. When it is heated with fire, it absorbs heat
and evenly distributes it on the surface, which allows the meat to be cooked steadily so that the
taste settles in for a longer period. Indirect cooking, as the name suggests, the meat is cooked
on direct heat without any heat deflector. After cooking the meat on direct heat, the finished
product gets those luscious grill marks.Direct cooking takes much less time and reduces smoke
infusion when compared to indirect heating. Most of the wood pellet smoking grill manufacturers
today offer a flexible system that can perform both tasks. This hybrid system will allow customers
to use the same grill without upgrading or doing any configuration. Today, more manufacturers
are beginning to provide the flexibility of a direct cooking configuration. A small number has a
built-in hybrid design providing indirect and direct cooking capability simultaneously without
changing any configuration.DIRECT SETUPThe indirect pan needs to be replaced with a direct
pan unless the unit is capable of built-in direct cooking. Some units have more than one layers to
remove or slide up to make the pan compatible for direct cooking. Sliding the cover sideways
close or open holes. Open holes are meant for direct cooking, while closed holes are for indirect
cooking. Searing gates are more advisable for this purpose. Searing gates concentrates the heat
directly onto the meat to make it sizzle and sear. In the end, giving out flaming and fiery
products.INDIRECT SETUPIndirect setup is the commonly used setup in most wood pellet
smoker-grill recipes. Grease pan is by using the user manual provided by the manufacturer. The
pan is slightly tilted towards the bucket so that fat and grease from the food can trickle down in
the bucket instead of cluttering up on the pan and causing flames at higher
temperatures.Additional InformationCooking time varies for each type of grill. Furthermore, pre-
heating time can also vary. Food must be thaw. Thermometer should be used to measure
internal temperature of the grill.CHICKEN RECIPESCheese Stuffed Chicken Breast¼ cup
Spinach1/3 tbsp. Butter1 minced Garlic cloves½ tbsp. Olive oil1/3 cup sliced Mushroom½ tbsp.
Bacon rub1 small chopped yellow Onion2 boneless, skinless chicken Breasts
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Staycnoe, “Very descriptive. I really like how this cookbook tells you how to use, clean and care
for your wood pellet smoker and grill. There is also cooking tips and descriptions on what wood
you use for different things. There is delicious recipes for chicken, turkey, beef, pork, lamb, fish
and vegetarian. In the back is a meal plan for 84 months. I look forward to trying many of these
recipes. Especially the smoked salmon.”

DustyRose, “Great cookbook for all smoker owners. I found this book very helpful. It was easy to
follow the recipes. I found the information interesting. A great help when using my smoker, A
must for all.  I found the meal schedule easy to put menus together.”

Susan, “Fun, tasty easy to follow recipes. I used their baby back rib recipe just after the book
arrived and it turned out great!! Easy to follow steps and great results.”

Deidra F., “Great choices.. Excellent & easy recipes.”

Michele smith, “Cant choose which one to try first. Lots if good recipes. Cant wait to try them. Its
gonna be a family favorite.”

Brenda Gonzalez, “Love it. I love  the book it has the food I love to cook”

The book by Chris Fry has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 50 people have provided feedback.
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